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Happy Friday!
With hopes that your week has gone well - tasks under control, feeling
well, and ready for some time to ponder.
Here are a few items to consider:
Setting boundaries: Balancing work, family, play, household chores,
etc. is a constant challenge. So is balancing within your work.
Retaining your stars: Maintaining a flexible approach to managing
your organization requires keeping an eye on what’s happening in the
marketplace.
The super Bowl: We may have already witnessed it. The Chiefs and
Bills battled to the bitter end. Silly NFL rules stand in the way of a REAL
winner. But the Chiefs claimed victory and are still in the hunt.
One fun fact!

Being “Well-boundaried”

Our thought bubble: I heard a new term this week: we need to
be “well boundaried.” That’s a new one - and doesn’t pass spell-check, but
it’s definitely one to add to our list of qualities we seek when hiring.
Why it matters: We were talking about a new position that would
require the incumbent to avoid the temptations of people gathering to
converse and take away from the importance of performing the task at
hand. I suspect we’re all guilty to some degree.
The bottom line: As problem solvers facing many twists and turns
during our workdays, we need to recognize that certain tasks require
concentration without interruption. Schedule your days to establish
hours of no interruption that will be conducive to getting the job done
while recognizing the needs of being available to others.

Vigilance rules!

Or does flexibility rule? Flexibility rules! But it takes vigilance to
make certain we are staying ahead of the game to keep and recruit great
people. Organizations are becoming very agreeable to make changes that
will attract or retain people. Keep listening and address the stumbling
blocks. What changes are others making or contemplating to retain
employees?
The bottom line: It remains the goal of successful organizations to
continue to maximize results for the good of the shareholders. So, don’t
give it all away! But it would be beneficial to consider new approaches to
work schedules, time off, work cultures (home & office), infrastructure,
or whatever! Considering doesn’t mean you’re going to do it!

Losing but winning…
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What a game…The trouble was the loser didn’t get a chance to win!
But, they won anyway. Josh Allen and his fellow teammates never had a
chance in OT. Who knows what would have happened! So, the Bills lost.
But they won the hearts and souls of a lot of fans - me included!
Why it matters: It’s easy to root for Sean McDermott. Philly local,
hard-working, intense, and student of the game - and of Andy Reid! Sean
and his team have held their heads high while suffering from what had to
be a defeat of all defeats. Their public display has been fascinating to
watch.
The bottom line: Yes, the Bills lost…but they are winners when it
comes to handling defeat. Maybe they should move to Washington! Hats
off to respecting the winners and sitting down gracefully after a very
difficult loss.
I think we might already have seen the Super Bowl!

One Fun Fact!

Chew away and concentrate! Next time you are having trouble
focusing, you might want to reach for a stick of gum. A 2013 study in the
British Journal of Psychology found that those subjects who chewed gum
while taking part in a memory challenge were able to stay focused for
longer periods of time than those who did not chew gum.
Phil Mickelson gets it!

Have a great weekend - stay safe and well…and prepare yourself for a
super week ahead!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!
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